KID'S BASEBALL TRIVIA QUIZ
1> How many baseball players are on the field?
2> How many outfielders are there in the game of baseball?
3> Where do the pitchers get warmed up in professional baseball?
4> How many strikes do you get in baseball before you are ’out’?
5> If a pitcher throws four ‘balls’ to a batter what does the batter do?
6> How many innings are in a game of professional baseball?
7> In baseball what happens if the batter gets hit by a pitch?
8> In baseball what is the term for the player who crouches behind home plate?
9> In baseball what happens if a fly ball is caught before it touches the ground?
10> In baseball how many ‘outs’ does a team get before it has to go back in the
field?
Answers: 1> 9 2> 3 3> Bull pen 4> 3 5> He walks 6> 9 7> He gets first base 8>
Catcher 9> Batter
is out 10> 3

KID'S GRAB BAG TRIVIA QUIZ
1> What sport is played with an oval shaped ball with pointed ends that a
quarterback throws?
2> I take people's orders for breakfast, lunch, or supper. Once the food has been
prepared, I
bring it out to the customers. What job do I have?
3> What does a caterpillar change into?
4> What do you call a scientist who studies the stars?
5> What is sticky and sweet and comes from bees?
6> Which planet is closest to the sun?
7> What color would you get if you mixed yellow with red?
8> What city would you find the 'Eiffel Tower'?
9> Who painted, "The Mona Lisa"?
10> On which continent will you find the country of Brazil?

Answers: 1> Football 2> Waiter/Waitress 3> Butterfly 4> Astronomer 5> Honey 6>
Mercury 7>
Orange 8> Paris 9> Leonardo Da Vinci 10> South America

